Yo, identified with cédula of citizenship No. 130627062, in my condition of interviewee, authorize to: Elizabeth Arango Roesel and María Camila Jiménez Muñoz within the work of degree of the Universidad Javeriana Cali of the career of communication, for it to influence in any support audiovisual for effects of reproduction and communication public. The interview realized in the mentioned production as well as to utilize my image in the project for the ends and within the purposes established by the Universidad Javeriana Cali. This authorization of utilization of the content of the interview and of my image is done without prejudice to the respect for the moral right of paternity and integrity established in the legislation autoral.

By virtue of this document, the signed interviewee declares that he is the owner of the integral of the rights over the content of the interview and as a consequence guarantees that he will grant the present authorization without any limitation. In any case, he will respond to any claim that in material of the rights of author can be presented, exonerated of any responsibility towards the Universidad Javeriana Cali and the students of the career of communication (Elizabeth Arango Roesel and María Camila Jiménez Muñoz).

The authorization that here is granted over this material, is exclusive for the work of degree previously mentioned, which will have an educational character.

Cordialmente,

José Huerta
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